
A Quick Introduction to Decibels (dB)

Unit is the Bel: named after A.G. Bell who devised it for his work with 
deafness and audio sound levels. Now used for all frequencies of 
AC power.

Decibel (dB):  
-1 dB = 1/10 (0.1) Bel
-roughly smallest change in sound power the human ear can hear
-ear, eye have a logarithmic response to sound, light
-dB is a logarithmic unit
-dB is always a comparison to a reference value

dB = 10 log10  (P1/P2)    where P1 and P2 are two power levels 

       being compared

Voltage or current levels can also be compared using dB, but for our purposes
 and most radio work power levels will be assumed.

               Voltage equation: dB= 20 log10 (V1/V2)



Practical power gain or loss relationships in dB.

 Reference = 1.0 Wat

Power compared to 1.0 W       expressed as dB
1.0 W 0
1.4 +1
2.0 +3
4.0 +6
10 +10
100 +20
1000 (1kW) +30
10,000 (10 kW) +40
20,000 (20 kW)                +43

0.71 W -1
0.5 -3
0.25 -6
0.1 -10
0.01 (10 mW) -20
0.001 (1mW) -30
0.0001 (100 μW) -40
0.00005 (50 μW)                 -43
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Ideal transmission line:
1. No losses
2. No radiation (TX)/no reception (RX)
3. Constant characteristics



 Z0:  if used to terminate the line, will give an SWR of 1:1 and maximum 

power transfer

         distributed  R + L + C 

Every transmission line has a characteristic impedance  (Z0), measured in ohms (Ω)

Z0  =  complex sum of line’s  R + XL + XC

  Z0  :determined by spacing, thickness of wires,  and dielectric between

Practical result:  TX/RX  Zout  should match trans. line Z0 , which should match 

antenna  Z

Common trans. line Z: 50, 72, 300, 450, 600 Ω

50Ω co-ax: all amateur and most commercial radios

72Ω co-ax: most TV/video cellular phone radios

(equivalent circuit)



(V)SWR: (Voltage) Standing Wave Ratio

VSWR = VF + VR/VF - VR

A measure of Z mismatch or reflected RF power
If Z0 = 50Ω  and   ZANT = 50Ω      SWR = 1:1.0

                               ZANT = 100Ω    SWR = 1:2.0

                               ZANT = 25Ω      SWR = 1:2.0

                               ZANT = 12.5Ω   SWR = 1:4.0

              ZANT = 500Ω    SWR = 1:10

Perfect! (efficient  Z match)

Very poor (inefficient  Z match)



Antenna tuner: matches Z of transmission line + antenna
 to transmiter

It DOES NOT tune the antenna!

Often power/SWR meter, dummy load, balun, and antenna switch in tuner



Common tuner circuits:  the larger the values of C + L,
 the greater frequency and impedance matching ranges

High-pass T tuner

High-pass L tuner

High-pass L tuner

Low-pass L tuner

< or > 50Ω

<50Ω

>50Ω

Ant. Z >50Ω

Will an internal transceiver auto-tuner replace a separate tuner??



Typical modern antenna tuner  (radio to co-ax impedance (Z) matcher)

Features included:
RF power and SWR meters (M)
Wide-match, high-pass “T” type tuner (CTX, L, CANT)

Antenna selector switch (S2)
Balun (4:1) for balanced transmission line (BAL)
Resistive dummy load for testing and tuning (DL)

M

DL

A1-4   = antenna choices

S1 = tuner-bypass-dummy load switch



Loop HB Tuner Settings*    rev. Oct. 28, 2004

Ant. L Tx 

Band

(meters)

Freq.

(MHz)

C C

10 m 29.0 42 1.0 13

28.5 42 1.8 19

28.0 42 1.1 23

12m 24.9 43 0.6 73

15 m 21.4 50 5.0 21

21.2 50 3.0 21

21.05 15 1.8 90

17 m 18.1 40 1.5 75

20 m 14.3 48 1.6 65

14.2 55 1.6 65

14.05 75 1.6 65

30 m 10.1 55 3.6 50

40 m 7.25 90 5.7 41

7.05 90 6.0 50

60 m 5.3 30 7.8 60

80 m 3.9 40 10.5 75

3.8 50 10.0 75

3.7 75 9.1 75

3.5 90 10.5 50

160 m 1.95 90 25.8 58

1.85 90 31.0 46

•all with 550' loop, 60' ladder line, 4:1
current  balun into T- tuner .

Tuner  preset sheet

-allows fast tune-up with litle or no on-air
tuning (QRM)

-unique  values for every station and antenna

-you will make up your own

-6m and above: tuners rarely used



2017 Kenwood TS-590SG HF transceiver power/SWR display



Analog power and SWR (standing wave ratio) meter for 1.8-200 MHz.

Point where needles cross gives the SWR.

 Power readout is only accurate when SWR is LOW!

Has 3 ranges: 0-20, 0-220 and 0-2000W of RF power



Transceiver internal auto-tuners

Analog-mechanical design  Digital “fixed C+L values” design

Remote weatherproof tuner
Great for high efficiency “on the tower”
 Z matching



Balanced Transmission Lines

-2 parallel wires, unshielded
-signals 180° out-of phase

 Z0 = 276 log10 x 2(S/d) 
 S = distance between 2 wires
d = diameter of 2 wires

      Advantages
-very low losses
-takes high voltage, power, SWR
-cheap

            Disadvantages
-influenced by nearby metal
-ant. tuner must be balanced
 or have balun
-flaps/fatigues in wind



How a balanced transmission line rejects noise 
(and is prevented from being an antenna)!



Balanced Feedline Types





Balun  (Balanced: Unbalanced) transformers)

(ferrite doughnut)

Balanced line

Unbalanced (co-ax) line



Balun may have:
-air core
-Ferrite toroidal core
-Ferrite rod core

Current balun: forces same current (I) in both sides of antenna or balanced line

Voltage balun: forces same voltage (E) in both sides of antenna or balanced line

Ferrite, powdered iron cores can saturate, overheat; air core cannot

Big core, heavy wire for high power!



Coaxial cable “choke balun”

-forces coax to be balanced

-keeps RF off outside of coax
shield
-reduces RF in shack 

-maintains antenna patern

-reduces transmission + 
reception by co-ax

-sometimes these effects 
important, often not

-”scramble-wound” coil not the best

10-20 turns => 



Unbalanced  (Coaxial) Transmission Lines

-2 conductors on same axis
-center conductor + shield

Z0 = 138/√e x log D/d

e = dielectric constant
D = outer conductor diameter
d = inner conductor diameter

Velocity factor: transmission speed in trans. line as a fraction of c
                           : typical  0.66,  0.82 (coax) ,  0.99 (balanced line)

Advantages
Unaffected by nearby conductors
Waterproof
Easy to install 

             Disadvantages
More lossy than balanced
Special connectors
Ruined by water
Z matching more important





El Cheapo!



Specific cable line losses.  Losses greater with any mis-match!!

per 100’



“BNC”

Common Coaxial Connector Types

“N” Type

“UHF” Type

PL-259 =>

SO-239 =>

“UG” adaptors



The “F” connector family
         (usually 72Ω)

RCA connector family: 
now some for audio, some for RF SMA:  most  recent, small,

 good into UHF
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